This study focuses on "flexible zone" and Parklet as means to provide outdoor spaces for eating and drinking on parking lanes, and aims to explore ways for realizing similar pedestrian spaces in Japan as well as their features, advantages and disadvantages. This study concludes that to consider 1) realization methods in accordance with purposes and existing conditions, 2) responsibilities, systems and measures for securing pedestrian safety, 3) the consistency with related ordinances and their necessary revisions, and 4) the introduction of a phasing implementation process through pilot projects, are important in Japan.
Permission conditions for the usage of FZ 1) Harmony with district's characteristics, 2) contribution to downtown revitalization, 3) benefits to the community, 4) development of pedestrian-friendly downtown, and 5) consideration for public health, safety and welfare. Sasaki 2014 Sasaki , p.2663 Sasaki , 2.1. p,2666 Permission conditions 1) Opening to the public, 2) no advertising, 3) including public parklet sign, and 4) design for easy removal and restoration. Evaluation criteria of application 1) Consistency with location criteria, 2) no conflict with future city streetscape initiatives, 3) consistency with program objectives, 4) quality and solidity of outreach (neighborhood agreements), 4) local situation, and 5) necessity of open spaces in target areas. Location A street with FZ is located in the center of the city because it is built for revitalizing downtown. Sasaki 2014 Parklets are widely located in the city since they can be implemented on any streets with parking lanes. 1) Focus on the creation of unity of the entire street, 2) focus on the design considering local identity, and 3) design the target block as a special section. 1) Encourage unique and creative design, 2) secure visual continuity and views from a street, 3) encourage design as a sidewalk extension, 4) oblige multiple entrances along the curb, 5) encourage aesthetic influences, quality and tolerance of materials, use of local & recycled materials, 6) require providers and designers to design while coordinating with SFPD, DPW and SFMTA, and 7) prohibit installing the same furniture on the parklet as the furniture installed inside the store or on the sidewalk. Size 1) The length along the sidewalk is the width of the store or two parking spaces and 2) the depth is 3m (parallel parking) to 5m (diagonal parking).
Sasaki 2014 1) In principle, the length along the sidewalk is one or two parallel parking spaces or more than three angled parking spaces and 2) the depth is about 2m (parallel parking) to 5m (diagonal parking). 1) Proper maintenance, management, and opening to the public are the conditions of renewal, 2) providers are responsible for annual renewal and the payment of renewal fee, ad 3) providers are responsible for the payment of insurance fee. 1) Permission of DPW is required for removal, 2) City may require removal for emergency situations for public safety and road resurfacing, and 3) providers are responsible for any damage recovery. Properly managed following guidelines.
This paper 2.1.
Some operations that deviate from guidelines are recognized as follows: 1) tables and chairs similar to the furniture used inside the store or on the sidewalk are set on Parklets, 2) visual unity between Parklet and the store by installing the same or similar furniture, 3) graffiti on Parklet, 4) sleep on the platform in a situation where furniture is not installed, and 5) rejection of use by the provider due to no purchase at the store. Through the comparison between "flexible zone" and Parklet, the author clarifies common features and differences between them, and then explores 1) their uniqueness as methods of producing outdoor spaces for eating and drinking, 2) their advantages and disadvantages, and 3) ways for realizing outdoor spaces for eating and drinking on parking lanes in Japan.
With regard to the uniqueness, both "flexible zone" and Parklet are realized through the cooperation between public and private sectors while paying lots of consideration for design, safety and comfortability. In addition, in both methods, the balance between pedestrian spaces converted from parking lanes and on-street parking spaces is considered and maintained through their permission processes as well as their spatial flexibility. On the other hand, the level of publicness is a primary difference between them, i.e. "flexible zone" is not necessarily open to the public while Parklet is required to be open to the public.
With regard to "flexible zone", effectiveness for the improvement of pedestrian and urban environment, possible safety measures by street design, limited cost burden on business owners, high spatial variability, and appropriate maintenance and operation by business owners are conceived as advantages, whereas substantial cost burden on the public sector and limited use by the public are conceived as a disadvantage. On the other hand, with regard to Parklet, limited cost burden on the public sector, aptitude for phasing implementation, effectiveness for the creation of interactive spaces, and feasibility at various locations and for a short period of time are conceived as advantages, whereas lack of unity of streetscape, limited spatial flexibility, heavy cost burden on business owners, and improper operation are conceived as disadvantages.
With regard to ways for realizing in Japan, it is important to consider 1) realization methods in accordance with purposes and existing conditions of a target area, 2) responsibilities, systems and measures for securing pedestrian safety, 3) consistency with related ordinances and their necessary revisions, and 4) introduction of a phasing implementation process through pilot projects, are important in Japan. 
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